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Creating for Acoustic Tull
We are building up to our next run of Acoustic Tull shows for
Adelaide’s Guitars in Bars festival. It makes a good time to
respond to some questions that have passed my way.
Those who know me, know my IT background. Some have
expressed interest in how we use IT to develop Acoustic Tull. Let
me share the technology tools we use to make Tullology work
for those on stage and our audience.

Acoustic
Tull
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Research
Apple Music
It begins with my Apple Music
subscription. I have been using
Apple Music for my listening since
it opened in July 2015. Having
access to almost any song via a
quick search makes it easy to
discover and learn new songs.
We like to listen to the original
version, the remixed versions and
any covers we may find. This gives
us a clear choice selecting the
songs to include in the repertoire.
This currently runs to over 20 Tull
classics.

Web
Then it is to the internet and my favourite tool for finding charts for
songs. Ultimate Guitar dotcom. There are many sites hosting song
charts. I find the tools available at Ultimate guitar the best for my
needs.
https://www.ultimate-guitar.com
I love that I can change the size of the chart on screen for my aged
eyes. The best feature is being able to transpose the song to a new
key with a simple click.
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We perform most of the Tull catalogue in the original key. With 2
acoustic guitars we like to explore the tonal variety of using a capo
at different frets for each guitar. If you see us play, notice how we
use a capo at a different place in many of the songs. This
differentiates the sound we achieve. But… it means that we need
charts in 2, 3 or even 4 keys.
Mick playing bass needs the song at the actual key, let's choose C
for example. If Michael is at Capo 3 he will want a chart in A. I often
play with a capo high up the neck perhaps at fret 5. My chart is in
G.
Kerryn could be playing flute, two simultaneous recorders, bass
flute, concertina or bagpipes. We can never be sure what key she
will need. Ultimate guitar will allow me to create a chart for her
regardless.
Then there is the wonderful on-line tool I discovered to change the
key of a chart. Logue Music Services. Copy the text from your own
chart. Paste it into the site. Name the key it is in and the key you
want. Out it pops all transposed ready for use.
http://www.logue.net/xp/

It is not perfect, but after I clean up the result it is still quicker than
transposing myself.
(Leave space around the chords and it will be fine.)

Sometimes we want dots. We want actual music not guitar chords.
There is a quick tool for that also.
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Many people like to publish their skills at making midi files of
popular songs. You can find midi files across the internet by
adding midi to the song title.
I download the midi file and open it into Muse Score which is a free
music scoring tool.
Now I have the ‘dots’ to play from. When we can't find a midi file
to work from I can play a keyboard into Muse Score and create the
‘dots’ we want.
Muse score is a free manuscript tool. It is not Sibelius, but it is free
and plenty for our minor (and major) needs.
https://musescore.com
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Charts
Word
Now we need to format and print charts. I have a MS Word
template set up for that. I copy the chart from Ultimate Guitar and
paste it to a Word Doc with my template.

Word Trick 1 – Create Your Own Template
Under the File Menu in Word is a
command to Save as Template. Many
years ago, decades ago, I used this
command on a file for a guitar charts.
This template includes how my page is
to be set up.
minimum margins, no header, page
number in the footer

It has all the formatting for each kind of
text I want to appear on any page. All
the details I need on every chart are in
this template. I create a new document
with this template and half my formatting work is already done.
In the old days, as a working person, I created a new template
every January. This way I could see the age a document at a
glance. A little secret I never shared with anyone before.

Word Trick 2 - Paste Match
Copying text from the web to a word
document will disappoint you. The text
format will be a mess and take hours to
correct.
I use Cmd, Opt, Shift V (Edit Paste
Match) to paste the text only. The text
will assume the formatting of the
current paragraph.
The entire song and its chords drop
onto the page. The text formats how I
want it to appear. Half the formatting job completed.
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Word Trick 3 – Styles
I have styles for each line in the chart.
If you are not using Styles for your
writing in Word you are doing it too
hard.
Simple!!!
With a Style you can change the format
on one line and have every similar line
change at the same time. Styles are the
best, best thing about MS word.
(better even than finding the same
word repeated).

Most writing tools have styles.
Whatever you use, find how to make styles work for you and you
will never regret it. I have taught how to use styles to so, so many
people over all my years in IT. No one ever seems to remember it.
Ho Hum!
I have a style for the title of the song which is set to always begin
a new page. When I began creating charts for the Tull repertoire I
entered all the song titles. I formatted them as Title. It made a new
page for each song in the repertoire document.
I set the first line of my word document to the style of my lyrics.
This is in the template of my document. When I ‘paste special,’ the
text it appears formatted as Lyrics.

Word Trick 4 - Discontiguous selection
I need to change the formatting of the
chords. I want them to appear bold and
a little larger. I have a style for Chords.
I use the discontiguous selection of
text to select all the lines of chords.
Discontiguous is a geeky word for not
touching.
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We all know that you can select text by dragging over it. Many will
know that you can select text by clicking at the start and holding
shift to click at the end of the text. There are so many other ways
of selecting text. But what if you want to select some text and
leave other bits of text.
This is discontiguous selecting of lines. It is MS words best, best
trick.
I go to the first line of chords, with the cursor to the left of the line
and click. This selects the entire line. (Double click to select the
entire paragraph.) Now for the magic. Move your cursor to the
next line of chords. Skip the line of lyrics. Hold the command key
and click again. Now you have 2 lines selected and an unselected
line between them. Continue on for the whole song skipping the
lyrics and command clicking the chords line.
More Magic!!!
Click the style name for song chords and all the selected text will
change to your formatting of chords.
More detail than I ever intended for this quick paper – sorry – I get
so excited with these quick Word tricks.
I have other styles for when Michael
and I sing alternate lines. If I want to
include any guitar tab for reminders I
have a style for that.
A good word processor is an essential
tool.

iPad
I would love to use my 12” iPad pro for
charts on stage. One day it will
happen. I have all the apps to make it
work. But there is something about the
bits of paper in a folder that I still enjoy.
It is still easier to scribble on the sheet
as we workshop a tune.
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The one tool I am lacking for my iPad is an air turn. It is a Bluetooth
pedal that connects to the iPad and turns the page for you as
needed.
Some of these Tull songs are mammoths running to many pages
and I am a little nervous about iPad charts. My iPad has never yet
let me down… but as my IT skills tell me – I need a backup plan
always.
My backup plan is paper.
And to date I prefer my backup.

Special Stationery
How many of you like me love stationery? I can pass a perfect
afternoon wandering the aisles of any large stationery store.
Making a book of charts is quite a craft. A single page chart is fine
and it usually goes into a plastic sheet on the right side of my
binder. Two-page charts use the back of the previous song and the
right side of a new page.
Tull is complex and lengthy. Our version of Thick as a Brick is close
to 10 minutes long and runs to three pages. I need a stationery
solution. And I found it.
Weeks before our first show I discovered an A3 plastic sheet for my
A4 binder. The sheet folds out so I can run 3 or even 4 pages
across my music stand.
I know… learn the stuff and forget the charts!

Today all big bands run some kind of autocue system. Paul
McCartney uses an auto cue to sing “I Saw Her Standing There.”
He has been singing it for almost 60 years. I think I can glance at a
few sheets of paper for some of the most complex songs I have
ever performed.
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Admin
Branding
Quite early on we decided we needed some branding. We wanted
an image that could become associated with the Acoustic Tull
Experience. I took this idea with me during my visit to the UK late
in 2018. I associate Jethro Tull with the English countryside. I spent
much of my trip walking the English countryside with my camera
banging around at my hip. Seemed a perfect time to go hunting
for images that could lend themselves to branding our show.
I knew the image the moment I saw it in the wild, before I even had
my camera to my eye. It is a single stand out red berry with a
ladybird creeping over the end. The berry stands alone against a
background of a forest.
I made the image on the woodland walk at the Crich Tramway
Village outside of Derby in the middle of the UK. The picture is
now part of all our branding posters and imagery.
https://www.tramway.co.uk
I used all my photoshop skills to edit out the berry and make it sit
above the image of my guitar. The guitar seems to sit behind the
berry. The berry casts a slight shadow on the guitar body. It was
great to dredge up all my photoshoppin’ skills again.
Except –

It is not in photoshop. I made the poster in Pages, the free word
processor that comes with every Mac. I am amazed at what you
can do with these free tools.

Spreadsheet
Can I work a spreadsheet into my suite of Tull tools?
Of course I can!
Planning a show like this is way more than learning a few songs.
Planning the running order of songs is an essential part of the
process. Songs must flow.
Many factors determine the flow. Sometimes you have built up a
degree of inertia and want it to keep building. Or you need a song
to cool things down a little.
It is important to know both halves of the program are appropriate
lengths. And you need to know how long each song runs. It is also
great to check the duration of each song during rehearsal. It lets
you know you are consistent about pace and timing.
This is a job for Spreadsheet!
Excel as a spreadsheet was my introduction to computing so many
years ago. I use Excel today to manage large calculations.
Little known fact: Excel for Mac appeared in 1985. The first
Windows version is v2.2 to catch up to the Mac version in 1987.

For this task I am happy using Numbers which is the Mac’s own
spreadsheet tool. It is a quick easy and attractive spreadsheet and
does this task well.
There is a problem is calculating with time. Time works in base 60
not base 10 so adding durations is not easy.
I enter a time into my
spreadsheet
as
a
decimal number. 1.21
means 1 minute and 21
seconds.
(“Only Solitaire” 1.21 for 5 out of 6 rehearsals – just sayin’)
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I then use formulae to strip off the decimal part and add all the
whole numbers. I add all the seconds and divide by 60 to get more
minutes. Finally, I use more tricks to get the decimal remainder
into actual seconds.
This is a lovely intellectual exercise for those of you playing along
at home.
I use this tool to enter the times from every rehearsal so I can see
the trends in timings. It is like a little success flag to find a song
runs exactly the same length at two consecutive rehearsals. I also
colour code cells to show which songs are slowing down and
which are speeding up.
Ohhh yes, I know way too much. Sorry! Moving on!
Don’t we just ‘feel’ it?
No! I want a little more empirical data than just feel.
I find this spreadsheet tool has served well. We can be sure that
timings are right for the whole show.
Flow is different. The best way to manage flow is to have all the
songs titles where you can drag them around. This lets you see
how they work together.
I do this in Pages. Each song title is a text block. I drag the text
block about the page till I know the flow and the durations work.
Flow is such a fascinating topic. The first song is critical. It needs
to settle the audience down as well as settle the players. In the
days of opera composers used an overture to tell the audience
to sit down and shut up! The show is starting. The overture
introduced the audience to the themes and sounds of the
production. We recently discovered that our overture, our
opening song does a similar thing. Our first song has many of
the elements that we work into the show. Critical listeners could
find nice little motifs that recur across the evening. But this was
not planned. We chose our opening song to settle us into the
flow and bring the audience into the journey through Tull

There is much non-musical admin behind the Acoustic Tull
experience.
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Promotion
Finally, we need to run a show and manage bookings. This is not a
show we have sold to a promoter to make all that happen. The
business is not like that today. We have to do it all. Pick a venue,
sell the idea to the venue, then create marketing and ticketing
solutions.
We sell the show through our personal Facebook pages and
through our personal emails. For the Guitars in Bars festival we are
in the catalogue with a link to our web site. We also have posters
the we can display which note our web site. The poster has a QR
code to link to the web site. I am not sure if anyone ever uses QR
codes to do that, but it was so simple to generate – why not.

WebSite
We knew early on that we needed a web site. It is not to do a
whole lot more than be a central point to funnel all marketing and
sales to the ticketing solution.
I have used Weebly to create web sites for years. Making a web
site in the old days with HTML programming was a task for
experts. Today it is a job you do in your free time. I keep looking
at all the other web tools on line and always end up at Weebly. It
lets me write articles and have a venue to place them.
Facebook can drive traffic here. It lets us link to other stories about
the Acoustic Tull experience. Stories like the interview Michael did
recently. It lets us run more marketing tools like the little movie you
find on our page. It also provides a place to give all the details of
our show beyond what may appear in a catalogue.
It links potential patrons to our ticketing solution.

Ticketing
There are many ticketing solutions on line and we have chosen
Eventbrite to run our bookings.
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The first interactions with Eventbrite were a little scary. I worried
that I may click a button to find the whole show has gone live
before I complete everything. Then discover can't edit it.
Eventbrite is not like that. The web site is not too difficult to
manage. The process works.
Patrons visit the Eventbrite page with a click from our Acoustic Tull
web page. They click the button to buy tickets. Eventbrite
manages it all. I get an email every time tickets sell. I know how
many to expect. For our first show I set a limit of 80 seats. I limited
the next 2 shows to 50 because it is a smaller venue. Eventbrite
collects and holds all the money. They take their commission from
the ticket price. I can tell them to add their commission to the
ticket price as a booking fee but we decided to absorb that fee.
One week after the show money appears in the nominated bank
account.
I am impressed with the ease of use of Eventbrite. I recommend it
to any who are running an event. If you are not charging for your
event, their services are free.
At the show, we have someone using a phone to scan the tickets.
Kerryn loves this job. She loves to meet the people as they arrive.
Tickets can be on a phone or printed at home before the show.
It is pretty exciting watching my phone go nuts each time
someone checks in at the door.
How did we ever do shows before we had all this technology to
make it work???
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Rehearsing
The Studio
We get into my studio to rehearse. I say studio but it is a big room
in my house where we rehearse. So it is my studio.
Mick plays a range of Bass guitars and they plug into his Ampeg
practise amp. A cable runs out to the mixing desk.
Michael plays his Maton acoustic through a Boss chorus pedal and
off to the desk. Kerryn’s flute has a dedicated flute mic that runs to
the desk. My Taylor guitar goes via a Boss ME80 pedal to the desk.
The ME80 is only used to give me some extra control over delay,
reverb and some volume boost for solos.
We each have a standard SM58 or similar microphone to the desk
for a total of 8 channels in the mixer. Kerryn’s mic has so many tasks
to fill. It will catch her voice for the lines she sings. You will see her
moving it about to best capture sound. Be it from a bass flute or
concertina. She has such a collection of obscure instruments for
the evening.

Zoom L-12
The mixer is a bit special and is
key to our rehearsal regime. It is
a Zoom L-12.
The Zoom L-12 has many
commendable features but
there is one that sets it above all
for my needs. It records onto a
standard SD card. It records a
separate file for each of the
channels and the masters. I set
it to record the entire session. It
runs from the moment we enter
the room till all wander off into
the late evening.
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The mixer also goes to my PA so we can balance the rehearsal
volume. It could also provide 5 separate fold back mixes if we
wanted to use in ear monitors. The mixer is a good stage mixer
too.
I did get bitten the first time I used it live on stage. There is a
setting that controls the rate at which it records. When you record
at the highest bit rate it only records. It does not feed the outputs.
I had knocked the switch. I had no idea why the mixer did not –
well – mix!
Being, the technology geek I am, I had a backup solution for that
performance. No one else knew there was a problem, not even the
others on stage. I knew and I had to chase the problem soon as I
got home.
This mixer is central to our rehearsal regime.
After the rehearsal, I pop the SD card from the L-12 and into the
back of my 27” iMac. The SD card gives me 9 files of recording.
One for each of the mixer channels and one for the master
outputs. I copy them all to a folder on my Mac.
SD cards are not the fastest
devices. Copying data makes
for bonus coffee time. The files
accumulate onto hard drive
space.

Garage Band
Now it all becomes exciting.
I launch Garage Band and create a new file. I drag all the L-12 files
into the GB work space. They slide across creating 9 new tracks.
One track per instrument and the master track.
Again, this is not fast. I am moving 3 hours of session time by 9
tracks so it is the equivalent of 27 hours of audio files. I need to
remind myself that time is a weird measurement. I become
frustrated at the time taken to move these files across.
Of course – 3 minutes waiting for a bus ‘equals nothing at all.’
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GB is quick and easy to use
for this task. I could use a
more sophisticated tool,
Logic or Pro tools, but it is
not necessary. GB will do all
I need for a rehearsal tool.
The first time I used GB for
rehearsals I took a long
time to gain the best
possible sound for each of
us. Mick’s vocal lines need a
different treatment to what I give Michael’s. Kerryn’s flute mic
warrants a specialist sound that is different again. That first mixing
session was time consuming.
The recording was 3 hours long so I had plenty of source material
to work with. After the initial 3 hours I had a pretty good idea of
how each track needed to sound. GB has a shiny little tool to save
me hours each time in the future. I can save all my efforts as a user
setting.
Each time I do a new mix, and that is twice a week right now, I
select the track and apply the user setting. Before the first song is
through I have the mix pretty close to usable. Tweaking levels and
it is ready as a rehearsal recording. If I wanted a final recording I
would take many more hours. As a tool to learn and practise with,
this is perfect.
I use GB to chop the rehearsal into useable chunks. The wave form
that appears on screen lets me reach the start and end of each
track. I can also hear all the discussions that happen as we
workshop a song.
I am a bit particular about silences at the start and end of the song.
More particular than some perhaps. I often need to chop bits
where people cough and slurp between the count in and the start
of their part.
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Balancing volumes is quick with the user setting already in place. I
soon have the whole rehearsal chopped into the songs I want to
make available to the gang.
GB again makes it easy to get those tracks into a usable format.
I select all the parts for one song and Share it to a file.
(It is important to check the box to share only the selected parts.
Otherwise it will dump the whole session as one stereo track.)

Sharing sends the track as a Wav file to
my hard drive and to my next best trick
of the session.

Dropbox.
I have been a Dropbox user since it
appeared so many years ago. There are
discussions about if it is still the best
cloud solution. There are so many to
choose from. Encryption and security
seem to be the biggest concerns with
DB. For this task… DB works. Most people seem to have at least
the free account with 2GB of storage. I have a folder in my
Dropbox for our AccTull material.
I share all the charts as word docs. There are many versions of the
charts in the various keys. Each person can get a copy of the ones
relevant to them to mark up as they see fit.
I also place promo material into Dropbox so we all have access to
the posters and photos.
Now I drop the recordings there as wav files.

Names
I have always been pretty hot on naming conventions. That
extends to this project. I want the files to sort and organise
themselves with little intervention. I name each file with its position
in the set. Aqualung is song 6 in set 2.
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Yes, we have 2 sets now if you have seen us when we only had one
set.
Aqualung is always ‘206 Aqua’ with a date at the end so we know
which rehearsal it comes from.
Date is always four digits as mmdd. For a rehearsal on June 1st I
will call Aqualung;
206 Aqua 0601.

The 0601 could be redundant if the files only ever stay in a folder.
I name the folder according to the date as well. But when I move
the files to iTunes on my Mac I need the date so I can follow the
development of a single song in iTunes.
iTunes of course now shares the songs to all my devices. Soon after
I have the song in iTunes on one machine it appears on iPads,
iPhone and other Macs in my life.
I use CarPlay with my phone to play the songs as I drive. Accurate
naming ensures little intervention from me.
I have this process down pretty well by now. Everyone can get the
songs as long as their own Dropbox does not fill too much.
It is a good and efficient process to make sure we begin each
rehearsal from common ground. We begin over coffee and talk
through the previous recordings. Then we know what we need to
concentrate on today.
And it just works.
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Performing
Slides
As the show got close we began to discuss the staging. What will
happen as the audience arrives? What stories will we tell as we
introduce songs. Is it possible to have a singalong to Jethro Tull?
yes you can!

I made a movie.
It combines images of the English countryside with notes about
Jethro Tull. This with a soundtrack timed to let us know where we
needed to be and when to begin the show. The movie runs for 20
minutes with music playing as the audience enters.
I chopped the movie together in Final Cut so I could animate all
the details of Tull history. These snippets float over my
photographs of the UK countryside.
Since we already had my Mac laptop connected to the rig we
could project a background image. More use for the branding we
had developed. It also let us show some images to reflect the
stories that Michael tells between songs.
He said to me,
“When I talk about “Thick as a Brick” I would love to hold up the
album and unfold all the pages that encase the vinyl.”
2 minutes research and we found a youtube clip of someone doing
that. Now as Michael describes the album cover the clip plays
behind us to illustrate his story.
I used Keynote to drag all the elements together into a coherent
package. Mick has cues throughout his charts for advancing to the
next slide. It is all coordinated to make a slick package for the
audience.
As we finish and the last flute echoes bounce about the PA system,
the final slide appears. Our play out music begins. We wave and
exit with more imagery on the screen running for 2 minutes to
cover our departure. Music continues as the audience begins to
file out or mill around and mingle. The keynote slideshow
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continues till a respectable time has passed. Now we begin to
strike the stage.

Video
We wanted a video of our first show. Who wouldn’t?
It is so difficult when you want total control of everything – like me.
I placed a few cameras about the stage and set them to record.
We were lucky to have a friend with his roving camera. He could
aim and record as we played. Not all went according to plan and
we did not get all the footage I had imagined but we did get 2
camera angles recorded.
I pulled the audio onto another favourite Zoom
tool of mine. This H6 recorder has a pair of
stereo mics which take the sound from the hall.
It has 4 more inputs. I fed the PA from the mixer
into 2 channels. The final 2 channels took the 2
fold back lines.
I had six channels of audio for the whole show.
Garage Band works as well from the H6 files as
it does from the L-12. I can mix the best
possible audio for a single stereo soundtrack.
Then I dug into my professional video tool box
to find Final Cut Pro. I would have loved to use
iMovie but there are some things it can't do. In
Final Cut I made a special kind of clip that had
all the vision and the audio synchronised
together. I could then watch the movie and cut
from one view to the next retaining a
consistent soundtrack.
This is not a movie to share. It is a learning tool
for us to see how we played to the audience.
Final Cut is an excellent tool for this. After the
initial rough cut, I used the specialised tools to
zoom and pan across shots.
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Skills
Using my IT skills makes the process of being a musician, which I
guess I am today, as transparent as possible. It helps us at
Research, Practise, Rehearsal and Performance.
I know you can do all this using alternate software and platforms.
This works for me on my Mac. All files share without problem to
the one hold-out among us who needs a windows file.
I am pleased my IT skills remain valuable tools. Skills I developed
over more than 30 years in the IT industry help manage my life as
a musician.
Retired with my work history changes one’s definition of fun.

Geoff Perkins
2019
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